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Note: The turn angle and turn time must be
set before rotation begins.
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LOCK
ON
Press and hold the lock button until the LED light turns on,
A/P
MAX INFLATE
to prevent tampering of settings. To unlock mattress settings,
press and hold the lock button until the LED light turns off.

STANDBY
LOCK

LATERAL ROTATION
Press the Lateral Rotation button to access
MAX
theINFLATE
menu. Press the SELECT button to toggle
between options:
• Left
• Right
• Dwell
Use the ADJUST SETTINGS buttons to set times
and degrees or press the PAUSE button to turn
a function off. Press the LATERAL ROTATION
button to exit the menu and begin turning.
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POWER
Press the Power button. The Standby (amber)
A/Pturn off
MAX
INFLATE
LED will
and
the ON (green) LED will turn on.

PAUSE
Press the PAUSE button to halt mattress rotation.
To set the pause time, hold the pause button
for 2-3 seconds
and use the ADJUST SETTINGS
FIRMER
arrows SOFTER
to set the the pause time between
MAX INFLATE
5-120 minutes (default is 15 minutes). To exit
the menu, press the SELECT button.
AUTO IMMERSION
With patient on the mattress, press the AUTO
IMMERSION button and the blue LED will turn on.
SELECTThe surface will monitor and automatically
adjust immersion settings to match patient
weight and position.
AUTO
IMMERSION

Note: Max Inflate mode is still functional in “Lock” mode.
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MAX INFLATE
Press the MAX Inflate button and the mattress will
inflate to its maximum volume within 60 seconds
(MAX INFLATE automatically deactivates after 15 minutes).
Note: A series of beeps will sound every three
minutes as a reminder that MAX Inflate mode
has been activated.

FIRMER
SOFTER

PATIENT COMFORT
CONTROL LEVEL
FIRMER
The system
is designed for patients weighing
SOFTER
between 35-500 lbs., or up to 1000 lbs. on the
bariatric model. Press the Comfort Control
arrows to soften or firm the mattress to the
AUTO
patient’s preferred comfort level.
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AUTO
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SELECT

FIRMER
SELECT
ADJUST
The SELECT button cycles between the Pulse and
SETTINGS
Fowler therapy modes. To select the desired mode,
SOFTER

SELECT

STANDBY

press the SELECT button until that mode is shown
on the A/P
display.MAXUse
the ADJUST SETTINGS arrows to
INFLATE
select pulsation frequency and duration options.
FIRMER
MAX INFLATE
ON
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A/P
ADJUST
SETTINGS

Note: For custom settings only, Fowler mode will
SOFTER
enable the mattress to transition
to an upright
position
AUTO
when the head of bed is articulated
to 35° or greater.
IMMERSION
Please read user manual for operating instructions and
www.oncaremedical.com for additionalSELECT
product information.

For further questions, please call your local UHS office or call 1.800.847.7368.
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ALARM SILENCE
STANDBY
ON
Press the ALARM
SILENCE
button the control unit “beeps” to mute
ALARM SILENCE audio
LOCKalarm.
A/P
MAX INFLATE
BED EXIT ALARM
To enable the bed exit alarm, press and hold the ALARM SILENCE button
until the control unit “beeps” and follow the instructions on the screen.
POWER STATUS
Notification that the unit is running off electrical power and the
battery is charging.
Battery Power
Notification that the unit is running on battery and the batteries
are discharging. Displays percentage of battery capacity when
the unit is running on either AC power or battery power.
LOW PRESSURE
The micro-controller will activate an audio/visual signal to alert the
caregiver by flashing “LOW PRESSURE” on the digital display. Once
the low-pressure problem is fixed, the audio/visual signal will cease.
SAFETY AIR PAD
The bottom safety air pad can be manually deflated by
disconnecting the bottom pad deflate connector which is
located at the bottom right corner (patient’s right) of the mattress.
CPR FUNCTION
To deflate the mattress for a CPR procedure, disconnect the hose
from the control unit.

